The Psychological & Medical Anthropology Seminar Series at UC San Diego Presents:

“*The Healing Process of Self and Earth: The Emergency of the Immanent Sacred of Nature in the context of Climate Change*”

This presentation mainly concerns some reflections and empirical research held during my period as visiting scholar at UCSD. Spirituality and ecology are considered two realms of secular experience which lead to a search for the ‘pattern that connects’ every being and the things in the world. As a response to ecological crisis, some people sacralize their daily activities and experience healing in connection with the Earth.

Luz Gonçalves Brito holds a degree in Languages (Federal University of Goiás - 2014), with experience in Literature and Linguistics, and a MA in Social Anthropology (Federal University of Goiás - 2017), and is currently enrolled as a PhD candidate at Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (Brazil), where her research plan won a scholarship from the Brazilian Federal Foundation for Support and Evaluation of Graduate Education - CAPES.

**Monday February 10, 2019 9:30am-11:00am**

SSB 107, Dean’s Conference Room